Witting, Maschke, Klein, and Burkhardt, it appears as a quaternary, as a quinary, and as a senary group of linear substitutions with numerical coefficients.
Furthermore, it appears in the papers by Jordan and the writer* as a quaternary abelian group G25920 modulo 3, as a quinary orthogonal group O25920 modulo 3. as a senary hypoabelian group modulo 2, and as a quaternary hyperabelian group in the GF [ 22 ] .
Two sets of generational relations for it have been given, with respectively G720 and Ggm in the foreground.* Use is made of the results in the following papers by the writer: I. Canonical forms of quaternary abelian substitutions in an arbitrary
Galois field, Transactions, vol. 2 (1901) , pp. 103-138.
II. On the subgroups of order a power of p in the quaternary abelian group in the Galois field of order pn, Transactions, vol. 4 (1903) , pp. 371-386.
III. The subgroups of order a power of 2 of the simple quinary orthogonal group in the Galois field of'order pn = 8¿± 3, Transactions, vol. 5 (1904), pp. 1-38.
IV. Determination of all groups of binary linear substitutions with integral coefficients taken modulo 3 and of determinant unity, Annals of Mathematics, second series, vol. 5 (1903-4 To these reference will be made by the corresponding Roman numeral with a subscript to indicate the page.
Thus III, denotes page 8 of the third paper. In the treatment of possible subgroups of certain orders in the interval 144-1728, use is made of the papers f by Holder, Cole, Ling and Miller, in which is determined the simplicity or compositeness of all groups of orders <2000.
Chiefly in the duplicate proofs, use is made of the lists of all transitive substitution-groups of a given degree, with the following reference numbers : Cole, 1, Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, ser. 39-50. Miller, 1, Quarterly Journal, vol. 28 (1896) 30-68; vol. 32 (1900), pp. 3-10. f For references, see American Journal, vol. 22 (1900) , p. 13. It may be noted that the orders 792 = 23 • 32 • 11 and 1008 = 2' 3Z ■ 7 were overlooked by Burnside.
Miller, 3, American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 20 (1898) , pp.
229-241.
Kuhn, Manuscript list of the imprimitive groups of degree 15. The following table (referred to as " the table ") gives the 114 types of nonconjugate subgroups, other than itself and identity, of G2i^0, a page reference to their definition, the largest subgroup of G2M20 in which a given subgroup is self-conjugate, and the number of conjugates within G to a given type. 1. The number of divisors of 25920 = 26 • 31 • 5 is (6 + 1 )(4 + 1 ) (1 + 1 ) = 70.
These divisors (of which 30 are < 100) are 1, 2,3,4,5,6, 8, 9, 10, 12,15, 16,18, 20, 24, 27, 30,32,36, 40, 45, 48, 54, 60, 64, 72, 80, 81, 90, 96, 108, 120, 135, 144, 160, 162,180, 192, 216, 240, 270, 288, 320, 324,360,405,432,480, 540, 576, 648, 720, 810, 864, 960, 1080, 1296, 1440, 1620, 1728, 2160, 2592, 2880, 3240, 4320, 5184, 6480, 8640, 12960, 25920. Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 9 Orders immediately excluded.
Theorem.
The group G contains no subgroup of one of the following 16 orders : 15, 30, 40, 45 , 90,135, 240, 270, 405, 540, 1440, 3240, 4320, 5184,6480, 8640,12960 .
By Sylow's theorem, a group of order 15, 40, 45 or 135 contains a single (and hence self-conjugate) subgroup of order 5.
But, within G, a T5 is selfconjugate only under a subgroup of T2I¡ by I]3g. Likewise, a r90 contains 1 or 6 conjugate T5; r270 contains 1 or 6 conjugate T5 ; r240 contains 1, 6, or 16 ; r540 contains 1, 6, or 36 ; ri440 contains 1, 6, 16, 36, or 96 ; but in no case is the quotient of the order of the group by the number of conjugates a divisor of 20. By Sylow's theorem, a r30 contains 1 or 6 conjugate T5 and 1 or 10 conjugate T3. But any T5 is self-conj ugate in at most a r20 ; while a T3 is self-conjugate only under a subgroup of order 648, 216, or 108, (by I138 or § 5 below).
Hence a subgroup r30 must contain 6 conjugate T5 and 10 conjugate T3 and hence at least 1 + 24 + 20 operators.* A r405 contains a single Tgl by Sylow's theorem, whereas within G any Tgl is self-conjugate only under a group of order 162 by H373.
The final six orders for subgroups are excluded since their indices under G are ^ 8, while 25920 does not divide 8 !.
The subgroups of order 3.
3. Theorem. Within G, the cyclic subgroups of order 3 fall into 3 distinct sets of conjugate subg?'oups, representatives of which are
(1) C3= (BiX), C¡=(BXXB2X), C'i = (Bh_xB2x). Hence V is of period 2 or 6. Those of period 2 are 0, 0, 0, c, 7 ] T2 _! .P12. The former is transformed into Px2 by [0, 0, 0, 7] , the latter into [0, 0, c, 0] T%_xP12 = 8C by [0, 0, 0, 7] . But [0, 0, -c, 0] transforms 8C into 80 = P12T2 x. The operators Vol period 6 are [ k, 0, c, 7 ] T2¡ _x PX2, k + 7 =j= 0, and [ k, 0, c, 7 ] P12, k + 7 and c not both 0. The first is transformed into [¿ + 7, 0, 0, 0]^ _jPx2 by [0, 0, -c, 7] ; the second into [k + 7, 0, c, 0] PX2 by [0, 0, 0, 7] . 
The latter is transformed into Z0 = T2 _j W0 by the operator [ 0, 0, -S, 0 ] of H2U. Now Z\-PX2T2_X, since W0 transforms ^2,-1 into -f*i2-Hence Z0 is of period 4 in the quotient-group G. Consider finally the conjugacy of the operators of Hxm under the group Hm. Now W0 transforms Px2 into T2 _x. Again, W0 transforms \k, 0, c, 7] into [_k + 7 -c, 0, k -7, k + 7 + c] . Hence W0 transforms [k, 0,0,7] ^2,-1 into [i + 7, 0, k -7, ¿+7] [ ± 1, 0, 0, 0 ] T2 _! Pl2, where k and 7 are not both 0.
The subgroups of order 6.
6. Theorem. Within G, the cyclic subgroups of order 6 fall into 4 distinct sets of conjugate subgroups, representations of which are (4) #6 = (A,i^i,-1)5 C'6 = ( A.iAs, _XTX_X), #6= (BXilL2x Tx_x), C6* = (PX2LX_X Tx_x).
They are self-conjugate only under G12, K^, _ff"3j! and G*2i, respectively : 
Gl = { C, CT% _,, CD, CT2¡_XD, (C ranging over C6*)}, The theorem follows from I138 except as to the characterization of the groups of order 72, 36, 24.
By I116, Lxx Tx_x is commutative only with the substitutions of G12. By I115, Lx x Tx _j is not conjugate with its inverse.
By I116, LXXL2_XTX_X is commutative only with [7, 0, 0, 7^] T2 ±1; it is transformed into its inverse by PX2. Also Lx XL2 x Tx _x is commutative only with [7, 0, 0, 723] ^,±1) while it is transformed into ¿1,14,1^2,-11 t^e same as the former in the quotient-group G, by Px2. Finally, P = PX2LX _x Tx _, is commutative only with its powers and their products by T2 _x, which transforms P into PTX _, T2 _i.
The only homogeneous substitutions transforming P into P~l are found to be the 6 operators 1-7 l which may be written as the products CD, C ranging over C6*.
7. Theorem. Within G, the non-cyclic groups of order 6 fall into 3 distinct sets of conjugate subgroups, representatives of which are (9) A=(A,xA,i, W0),D'6 = (LXi_xL2,xPX2), D; = (LXi_xL,tXPnT2t_x).
They are self-conjugate only under Gm, Hm, A!"*6, respectively, where
The subgroups sought are dihedron G23 generated by A and B with (11) AS=I, B2=I, BAB = A-\
We may assume that A is Bxx, BXXB2X or BX_XB2X ( § 3). But Bxlis excluded since it is not conjugate with its inverse within G.
The cyclic group generated by A = Bx _x B2 x is self-conj ugate only under -^io8 ( § °0, whose operators of period 2 are conjugate with T2 _x, Px2, or P12T2 -X ( § 4).
The last two transform A into A~x, but Tz _x transforms A into itself and is excluded.
The cyclic group generated by A = Bx x B2 x is self-conj ugate only under Hlx(i ( §4), whose operators of period 2 are conjugate with B12T2 _x, T, _,, or WB ( § 5). The first two transform A into itself and are excluded, while W0 transforms A into A-1.
An operator which transforms B¡¡ into itself must transform the subgroup (BX._XB2X) into itself and hence belong to Bm.
Moreover, it must transform Px2 into one of the 3 operators Bt = Bx _t B21 Px2 of period 2 in B'6. Now Hence B6 is self-conjugate only under the group (10).
The subgroups of order 12. They are self-conjugate only under G*2i, K*3i and G*2i, respectively. A non-cyclic commutative r]2 or a dihedral T12 contains a self-conjugate cyclic Y6 and an operator of period 2 not in the latter.
By § 6 we may take C6, C'6,C: or C¡™ the Y6.
Since C6 is self-conjugate only under G72, which contains a single operator T2X of period 2, it is to be excluded.
The groups C'e and C"6' are each self-conjugate only under _rT36, which contains exactly 7 operators of period 2, viz., 2,-i» Bx_yL2yPx2, Lx_yIi2yT2_xPX2.
Since T2¡_í an(i Bx I2 lie in C¡,we may limit the extender to Px2 and thus obtain D'x2. Since T2 _x lies in C¡¡, we may limit the extender to Lx L2¡ Px2. But X2 transforms the latter into PX2 and transforms C'¿ into itself. There results Kx2 = ( C'é, PX2).
But PX2L2 _x transforms KX2 into Kx2 since it transforms P12Lx _j Tx _j and T2 _x into the generators PX2Lx XL2 x T2 _x and Tx _, of(c;',p12).
Finally, CJ is self-conj ugate only under G\x. The only operators of the latter commutative with P m PX2LX _XTX _x are those of Kx2 ; the remaining operators P'D and Pi T2 _x D (i = 1, • • •, 6 ) transform P into P"1 ( § 6), the first 6 being of period 2 and the last 6 of period 4. Within G, G*2 is self-conjugate only under G\\.
The self-conjugate T6 may be taken to be C6, C'6, C'6',or C*6. Now C'e and Cg' are self-con jugate only under F¡1, which contains no operator of period 4, and hence are excluded. The group C0 is self-conj ugate only under G72 ■ But an operator (5) is of period 4 if and only if&=.0,a:+8=0 (IV), when it becomes
The r,2 must contain 6 operators of period 4 and hence contain every (18).
But A,x^t,*i (18) is neither in C6 nor of the form (18) if 7 + 0, ß + 0.
Hence also C6 is to be excluded. Finally, C\ is self-conjugate only under G*M. Now PlT2 _x B and no further operators of G*2i are of period 4, where P oe PX2BX _x Tx_x, since (P¡T2¡_XB)2 = PnLXix Tti_xL%_X=P\ By § 6, B'T2 _XB transforms P into P~x.
Hence G\2 satisfies the conditions. 11. Theorem.
Within 0, every subgroup simply isomorphic with the alternating group on 4 letters is conjugate with one of the tioo groups For the self-conjugate four-group, we may take G\, K\, K"¿ or F*. Within O, these are self-conj ugate only under Gu, H%, B%, Gis, respectively. Hence G\ is excluded.
The only operators of period 3 in IIX are the last 8 operators (20) .
They must therefore all occur in the group of order 12. They extend K\ to G'v> and K"¿ to Hxi, defined by (43), so that K"¿ is excluded.
The only operators of period 3 in Gi% are seen (see § 22) to be the last 8 operators (19). Combined with Ay", they give GX2.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 12. Summary of the subgroups of order 12. All have now been determined since the five types * of groups of order 12 were examined in § § 8-11.
Theorem. Every existing type of group of order 12 is represented among the subgroups of G.
Within G, they fall into seven distinct sets of conjugates, two of the dihedron type, two of the type of the alternating group on four letters, and one of each of the three remaining types.
The subgroups of order 18.
13. Theorem.
The group G contains exactly seven distinct sets of conjugate subgroups of order 18, representatives of which are Kxi = (Kt, T2_x), K*xi = (K\, T2_x), R~\*¡= (K™, Tx_x),
A r]g contains a single (self-conjugate) subgroup Ys. But within G a cyclic Y9 is self-conjugate only under a Y^ by 11^.
As the Y9 we may therefore take one of the non-cyclic groups Kg, K*g, K™ (H.^).
The group Kg of the operators \_k, 0, c, 0] is self-conjugate only under GW2 by II3S3, which contains exactly the 9 operators [0, a, 7, 0] T2 _x of period 2.
If a = 0, the latter is transformed into T2 . by [0,0, -7, 0 ] ; if a + 0 it is transformed by the substitution L2^yja of GX62 into [0, a, 0, 0~\T2 _x. The latter is transformed into T2¡ _, by the following substitution of GXS2 : (24) |; «= £ -af2, t)'2 = n2 + avx.
The group Kg of the operators [¿,0,0,7] is self-conjugate only under BTxm by II3g4. By § 4 the operators of period 2 of IIm are conjugate within Hm with Px2, Px2 T2 _i, or T2¡ _x. Of the resulting groups 6rig, Hx\, Kx\, the first two each contain exactly 3 substitutions of period 2 and the third only one. The 3 of the first and the 3 of the second have the characteristic determinants (p2 -l)2 and (p2 + l)2, respectively.
Hence no two of these three groups are conjugate under linear transformation.
The group Kf of the operators [ -7,0,0,7] is self-conjugate only under H2X6 (see foot-note to § 3). The operators of period 2 of H2X& are conjugate with P11 T2< _,, T2¡ _, or W0 ( § 5). No two of the resulting groups ( R~f, Q ), Q = PX2T2 _,, T2¡ _j or W0, are conjugate within G. Indeed, [-7,0,0,7] W0 is of period 2 if and only if c + 7 = 0, so that (R~™, W0) contains exactly 3 operators of period 2, each with the characteristic determinant (p2 + 1 )2. Since [ -7, 0, c, 7 ] T2 _! is of period 2 if and only if 7 s 0, the group (K™, T2< _, )
contains exactly 3 operators of period 2, each with the characteristic determinant ( p2 -1 )2. Finally [-7,0, c, 7 ] P12 T2 _t is of period 2 for every c and 7, so that (Fg**, Px2 T2 1) contains exactly 9 operators of period 2.
14. Theorem. Within G, the group KXi is self-conjugate only under
The The five S{ are of period 4 and no one equals the inverse of another, their squares being distinct.
Hence G5 is self-conjugate only under (28) G2I1={F>, Si,(i,t = l,..-,j=l,2,S)}.
It contains a single subgroup of order 10 :
Theorem.* A subgroup of order 10 or 20 is conjugate ivithin G with Gxo or G20, respectively.
The latter are self-conjugate only under i?20.
The subgroups of order 24.
22. The single f type of group of order 24 which does not contain a subgroup of order 12 is considered in § 30. Consider here the T24 which have a (selfconjugate) subgroup Tl2. The 7 distinct sets of conjugate T12 in G are represented byC12, KX2, B'x2, B\2, G*2, Gx2, G[2; they are self-conjugate only under #24, #24» -S36» #24, #24» #48» Ä« » respectively ( § § 8-11). Hence B'x2 is excluded, while each of the groups CI2, A^12, B\2, and G\2 leads to a single r24. 
(33) G\t = (¿ = l,3;j = 2, 4).
We next determine the Y2i which contain G . The 8 operators of period 3 in Gig are the last 8 operators (19) .
Their products by Cx C2 C3 Ci evidently give the 8 operators of period 6, viz., (30) BtW, B.C&W, B,CXC,W2, BtCxC2W2 (i = 2,4).
The 19 operators of period 2 are "l"S' 3' 3 1 "3' 3"2"4' J"3"l"2"3"4' "2 "4» "l"2"3"4' "l"o' where in (34) and (35), Y = i~, B3; i = 2, 4. Now all the operators (31) occur in these three groups; all the operators (32) occur in the last two groups. No two of the three groups are conjugate within O since * G32i contains G3S self-conjugately, while L2i contains three groups conjugate with L&, and T2i three groups conjugate with Ts. To determine the Y2i which contain G'x2, we note that the operators of period 2 in H% are those of Gxe together with (36) <$it»)(t£)G (C=l,C1C3,CrC.,CxCíCrC.;r,s = 2,4,5).
Those of period 4 are given when C ranges over the remaining 12 operators of Gxe. Now CXC3, CXC2, C2C3, B3 and CXC3B3 extend G'X2 to the respective groups.
'' There are exactly 7 operators of period 2 in G|4 and 9 in each L2l and Tu.
(37) Ö"-<r»r^ff«t«)"-'
(T = I, CXC2, CxCi,_ C2C4, CxCb, C2Cs, CiC5, C3C0)}, operators of period 4, whose squares belong to G'X2 and hence extend G'X2 to a T24, belong to the groups (40) and (41). The squares of the remaining operators of period 4 in H^ do not belong to G'X2 and hence such an operator of period 4 extends G'X2 to a T48. Finally, all the substitutions r(^2^4^5)±1, T ranging over GX6, of period 3 or 6 in //% belong to the groups (37)-(39). Now B3 transforms (39) into (38) ; CXC5 transforms (41) into (40). 23. Theorem.
Within G, the group C2i is self-conjugate only under Gn. The group C24 defined by (14) is the direct product of the cyclic group Cs = ( Bx¡ x ) by a group T8 affecting only £2 and n2. By IV the latter is composed of the identity, one operator T% _x of period 2, and 6 operators of period 4. Hence C2i contains a single cyclic subgroup C6. But the latter is selfconjugate only under G72, the direct product of C3 and a binary group T24 having T8 as a self-conj ugate subgroup.
Note that T8 is of the type F"%'. 24. Theorem.
Within G, the group G*2i is self-conjugate only under itself.
Of the operators of G\\, every FT2_XB is of period 4; P, P5, PT2 _x, P"T2 _,, P2 T% _, and PlT2 _x are of period 6 ; P2 and P4 are of period 3 :'
are of period 2. Hence G\\ contains exactly 3 cyclic subgroups of order 6, C\=(P), Ca' = (P2T2i_x), and (PT2._X). The latter is transformed into C'd by B, which transforms B into P~x, and T2 _x into P3T2_X. Now C\ and Cj are not conjugate under G ( § 6). Hence an operator of G which transforms G*24 into itself must transform C\ into itself and hence belong to #2\( §6 But the only even substitutions on £¡, £2, £3, £4 which transform into itself the cyclic group generated by (%xtj2l;3) are *ne powers of the latter.
Hence (44) is self-con jugate only under the group { GX6, ( £, f2f3) } of order 48. Transforming it by ( f, f J ( f315),
we obtain H... * We readily see that the order of (42) As the subgroup generated by A and B we may take Fs"'. Now ( f2 £4 £3 ), W, and each Bi transform F's" into itself.
But (£2£4£3), (£2^3 £4)' ano-^2 transform B2CxCi into B3CXC2, BiCxC3, and B2C2CS, respectively; B3 transforms B3 Cx C2 into B3 C3 C4 ; B4 transforms Bx Cx C3 into BA C2 C4. Hence we may take A = B2CxCi.
Next, B4 is commutative with B2CxCi, and transforms B4CXC3 and B3CXC2 into BiC2Ci and B3C3Ct, respectively. Hence we may take B = B3CXC2 or BiCxC3.
Since.Fs"' is self-conjugate, Cmust leave f, fixed (III32). For B=B3CXC2, the conditions .4(7 = CP and 5C= CL4P give Call them C(a) and Ca2a4, respectively. Now C_x¡_x = W, so that we have the group (F¿", W). Next C_xx = CxC4WC3Ct, which CXC3 transforms into WB2CXCV an operator of (>""', W).
Again, C\_i= CXC2WC2C4, which C2C3 transforms into WB3CXC2, an operator of (F¿", W).
But IF" transforms F¿" into itself and C^x) into C^. Finally, C(+1) = W2(Ç2Ç3Çi). A T36 contains either a r,g or else a T12 of the non-cyclic commutative type.* Within G, the latter is self-conjugate only under a Y2i ( § 9). Hence a subgroup T36 of G contains a Yxg. For the latter we may take one of the 7 groups (23).
But Kxg is self-con jugate only under Xbi ( § 14) and hence is excluded. The group G"g leads to G"6 only ( § 20), while Kxs and Hx* lead to 2T8; only ( §15, §17).
Next, G\g and _ff"lg* are self-con jugate only under Hxm ( § 16, § 18). The operators which extend one of these r,g to a subgroup T36 may be limited to the operators of period 2 of ffm or to those of period 6 whose squares belong to YXi. The former are conjugate within ffm with P12, P12T2 _x, T.¿ _x. Since PX2 belongs to G*X3, there results a single Y3S :
Since ^2,-1 belongs to K"Z, there results only (K"Z, Px2)= X"6. Since K"Z is a subgroup of H2xñ, the largest group in which K™ is self-conjugate, K" is the only group of order 9 in KZ.
Hence The subgroups of order 48.
39. It is first shown that every subgroup T4S contains a T2i. A T48 not containing a T24 has * 16 cyclic T3 and hence a self-conjugate T16. The latter may be taken to be GX6 or Fl6 by III.
For T16 = Gw, T4g is a subgroup of í?960 and hence is conjugate with H4i of § 29, which contains the substitution ( £2 £4 £5 ) Cx (7, of period 6. For T16 = Fx6. T48 is a subgroup of Gm.
Since Gm contains at most 16 conjugate T3, all of them must belong to r4g. Hence the latter is {FX6, W(%2!;il;3)}, which contains W(|2£4f3)B3 of period 12, its cube being B2C2C4.
We consider in turn for T24 the types of non-conjugate subgroups of order 24. Now Cu, F24, F24, and G*24 are excluded, being self-conjugate only under G72, #72, #72» an<i #24» respectively.
Again, G2i, B2i and T24 lead only to G4S; G24 leads only to 7748 ; B\4 leads only to G'4¿. Any one of the set (36) extends G24 to G4S, given by (42) ; any one of the set (50) extends G2i to H4i, given by (43). Next, C(l1^3)(?rl8), where (7ranges over the operators of Gie other than I, CXC3, CrCa, CxC3CrCs, give the operators of period 4 of 77%. Their squares all belong to G24. Now Cx C2 B3 extends G'2i to (5i) //;;={//;;, (12^)}» composed of the substitutions of G2i and 22?3, 2 ( %x f3 ) ( £2 £5 ), 2 ( f j £3 ) ( £4 £5), where 2 ranges over the set (50). It contains all the CB3 of period 4 except C2CbB3, C4CbB3, C2C0B3, C4C0B3, each of which extends G"24 to (G"24, B3)= G'4\; it contains all the C(£x ^3)(^2^5) of period 4 except for (7= C2C4, C4Cb, C2C0, (76(70; while,for these, C(ÇxÇ3)(Ç2Çb) extends G"24 to £r48; likewise for the (7(^1|3)(|4^5). Finally, the operators of period 6 of 7796 are the r(^2f4^5)±1, where T ranges over the operators of GX6 other than 7, * MILLER, Quarterly Journal, vol. 30 (1899), p. 245.
C2C4, C2Cb, C4Cb, which furnish operators of period 3 belonging to G"24.
Hence the squares of those of period 6 belong to G"24. Any 2(f2f4fg)*1, where 2 is one of the operators (50), extends G"24 to Hig; the remaining ones belong to G"24. Finally, JF"£ is self-conjugate only under Gm.
To the latter corresponds (linear Groups, § 189), the abelian group ad -be = 11 a xdx -bx cx = 1J since the second compound of the general operator (52) leaves YX2 and Y3i unaltered.
By IV the binary group T2i has a single set of conjugate subgroups of each of orders 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, but no group of order 12.
Hence every subgroup of order 48 of (52) is conjugate with ± (Ti, Tu).
Hence if a subgroup of G2gg is of order 48 and contains F2i, it is conjugate with The subgroups of order 54.
45. Theorem. Within G, the groups of order 54 fall into 3 distinct sets of conjugate subgroups.
As representatives, we may take
They are self conjugate only under the respective groups Gm% 77108, 77216. A group of order 54 contains a self-conj ugate group of order 27. The latter may be assumed to be 7727, Ev or ÖL, which are self-conjugate within G only under Gsx, 77648, G64S, respectively (II, . Hence 7727 is excluded.
The only operators of period 2 in Gm are [0, a, c, 0~\T2 ., as shown directly or by § 50.
Each is therefore ( § 13) conjugate with T2 , within (r648, which has GX62 as a subgroup.
In order that the general operator (19) of 11^,, in 7764g shall equal its inverse S_1 or S~1TX¡_XT2_X, the conditions are, respectively, ■ ¿22» «21 = S12» S21 " «12» 722 = 7n = 0 , 7l2 = ~ 7« j -S22» «21 " -S12» B2X = -«12» 72I = 7,2-
In the first case, the abelian conditions (see (19) of EL^) give Transforming by A 8 , we obtain a similar substitution with ay = 0. Transforming the latter by B
, we obtain a similar substitution with ay = 7U = 0. Transforming by the substitution 72 of 7T648, we have also <yX2 = 0. Hence 722 = 0, so that the final substitution is PX2T2 _,.
Since the latter has the characteristic determinant (p2 + l)2, while the only operators of period 2 in Kb4, viz., [0, 0, c, 0] 72_x, have the characteristic determinant (p2 -l)2, the resulting groups Kb4 and F'54 are not conjugate.
To find the largest group in which K'b4 is self-conjugate, we seek the operators (19) of II380 which transform PX2 72 _x into one of the 9 operators [ -7, 0, c, 7 ] In the first case, the abelian conditions reduce to ay ¿y = 1, ay 822 m 1, the resulting substitutions being the U of § 3. In the second case, the abelian conditions reduce to al2 8X2 = 1, a2JS21 = 1, the resulting substitutions being the T^of § 3. The £7 and the V f0rm P.08-The subgroups of order 60. 46 . Theorem.
The subgroups of order 60 of O fall into two distinct sets of conjugates, represented by Gm of III3 and G'60, which are self-conjugate* only under Gm and Cr¡,0, respectively, where( 56) G'60={(^2^Jb),Q}, Q and 2 being respectively
Since no subgroup of order a divisor of < 60 of 60 is self-conjugate in a T60 by the earlier results (see the table), a subgroup YM must be simple and hence simply isomorphic with the alternating group 6r(5) on 5 letters. $ Within O, all the operators of period 5 are conjugate by I. Hence we may assume that r60 contains the linear substitution A = ( £x £2 £3 £4 £5 ). The cyclic group Gb generated by it is seen ( § 21) to be self-conjugate only under (58) G'20= {A, 2} = [A\ A**, A<Z\ A<Z3(i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4)}.
Since 22= (^1?2)(^3^5), the only operators of period 2 in G'2a are
(fife)(6fc). (&*,)(&&). (fi«,)(M.). (fe&Xf.«,). («AXf.«.).
which are transformed into each other transitively by the powers of A. They belong to r60 since it contains 5 operators of period 2 which transform Gb into itself. Now r60 is simply isomorphic with the abstract group generated by Ax and B where (59) A\. B2 = (AXB)3 = I.
*Cf. Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, vol. 31 (1899), p. 53. t Note that 2= Ws(fif"fsf4fä ) W2( ?i i^ ?* f 2 f3 ) C, C2 C3 C4, Q = CiCiWC,Cs(f1fs)(ftSt)2-1, so that 2 and Q belong to O.
These relations are satisfied when Ax = A, B = (%x%2)(%3%f), whence (^í&X&ís)-^ becomes ( £, £3 ) ( £2 f4 ) of period 2. Hence the normalized r60, which contains A and ( !;x %l ) ( £2 £3 ), may be generated by A and a substitution B such that B, (£,£4)(£2£3)-^ an<* ^-^ are °^ periods 2, 2 and 3, respectively. Now the condition that an orthogonal substitution shall be of period 2 is that its matrix be symmetrical with respect to the main diagonal.
Hence Equating these when the lower signs are taken, we get au = 0, aX3 = -an, oc12=0, aiXax3=l, which are contradictory since -1 is a quadratic nonresidue of 3. For the upper signs, aXi = 0, aX3 = an, a\2 -axxaX3 = 1, aX2aX3 + aX2a^ + axxa"3 = 0, The latter is excluded since its product by (^x^2^3^4^5) on the left is not of period 3.
In the second case ( abb = 0 ), we equate the coefficients in the first and fifth rows of the matrices for (AB)~^ and (ABy, and get Hence ay=l, ay = 1. Then ay= -1 , ay = -1, ay = 0. The last four of the above set of 9 conditions then reduce to ay = ay = -1.
But the resulting substitution AB is not of period 3. Hence must ay = + 1, ay = -ay.
Hence ay = + 1, ay = -1. Then ay = -1, ay = -1, ay = 0.
The last four of the above set of 9 conditions then reduce to ay + ay = -1.
For these values of ay, the necessary and sufficient condition that A Q shall have period 3 is ay = 0. The resulting substitution B is Q given by (57).
Since Gb is self-conj ugate only under G20, while Tm contains but 6 conjugate groups of order 5, it follows that at most 120 operators of O transform r60 into itself.
That Gm is self-conj ugate under GX20 follows from the fact that 2, an operator of period 4 defined by (57), transforms ( I, £213 £4 £5 ) into its square, and ( £1 £2 ) ( £3 £4 ) into ( ft ft ) ( ft f"). That G'60 is self-conj ugate under G'x20 follows since 2 transforms Q into ( ¡*x %. ) ( |2 £4 ) Q ( f5 £4 £3 £2 ^ ), an operator of G'60. Cr5, then S~lT transforms Gb into itself and G'60 into Gm. Hence S~*T belongs to G20,a subgroup of G'X20. Hence Tbelongs to G'xw and transforms G'eo into itself, contrary to hypothesis.
The subgroups of order 72.
47. Every IL contains 1 or 4 conjugate T9. If a T9 is self-conjugate, the quotient-group T72/Tg is a group of order 8 having a subgroup of order 4, so that T72 has a subgroup of order 36. Let next Y9 be one of 4 conjugate subgroups of T72. The group Y which transforms into itself each of the four is self-conjugate under T72 and g is a divisor, less than 18, of 18. Evidently g= 3 = 72/4 !, and <jr +. 9. If g = 6, Y must be cyclic, since a non-cyclic subgroup of order 6 of G is self-con jugate only under a group of order 36 or 108 ( § 7). Moreover, the cyclic T6 are self-conjugate only under subgroups conjugate with G72, Ksl, or Git ( § 6)-Hence we may take T6 = C6, r?2 = G-2.
Finally, if g = 3, Y72/Y is simply isomorphic with the symmetric group on 4 letters, so that Y72 contains a subgroup of order 36. Hence Y72 is conjugate with G72 or else contains a subgroup of order 36.
The subgroup K3l is excluded, since it is self-con jugate only under itself ( § 34). Each of the groups GZ and HZ leads to GZ only ( § §36, 37). Finally, K Z is self-conjugate only under H2xt¡ ( § 35). A substitution which extends KZ to a r72 must be an operator of H2X6 of period 2, 4, or 6, whose square belongs to KZ ( §°)-For those of period 2, we may take PÏ2T2_X, T2_x or W0 ( §5), of which the first two belong to KZ and are excluded. But WQ extends KZ to GZThose of period 4 are conjugate with T2 _, W0, whose square PX2T2 _x belongs to KZ', it extends the latter to GZ-As at the end of §33, we may restrict the operators of period 6 to Wx = [1, 0, -1, -1~\ W0 and [ -7, 0, 0, 7] T2¡ _!, the latter belonging to KZ and the former extending it to GZ-Hence T72 is conjugate with GZ if it contains a subgroup of order 36.
Since T2 _j is the only operator of period 2 in G12, an operator which transforms G72 into itself must be commutative with T2 _x and hence by I109 be one of the operators A or APX2, where A is an operator (52).
Considering the binary substitutions on £L and vx, we must have
k to be suitably chosen. Hence c = 0, a = kd. Since ad = 1, we have a = d m ± 1, Ä: = 1.
Placing the ambiguity of sign in front of the matrix for A, we may take a = d = 1.
Hence A belongs to GJ2. But PX2 does not transform G72 into itself.
Hence G72 is self-conjugate only under itself. Since GZ¡ is a subgroup of H2X6, the largest subgroup of G in which K** is self-con jugate, AT/ is the only subgroup of order 9 of GTt.
Hence the latter is self-con jugate only under a subgroup of H2l6. Now [1, 0, 0, 0] , which extends 6r™ to H2U, transforms W0 into [0, 0,1, 1] W6, which does not belong to G Z¿ • Hence G Z¡ is self-conjugate only under itself.
That G72 and G^2 are not isomorphic follows from a consideration of their operators of period 2 or of their subgroups of order 9.
Theorem. Within G there are exactly two distinct sets of conjugate subgroups of order 72. As representatives we may take G72 and G^2; each is self-conjugate only under itself.
The subgroups of order 80. 48 . A Tm contains 1 or 16 conjugate r,., the first alternative being here excluded ( § 2). Having 64 operators of period 5, rg0 contains a single TI6, which is therefore self-conj ugate.
Hence T16 is conjugate with GX6 (III). If G16 be taken as Txe, Tm must be a subgroup of Gg60 by III, bottom of p. 20. Every operator of period 5 in the latter is of the form PC, where C belongs to GX6 and P is acyclic permutation of ft, •••, ft. Within Gm, P is conjugate with ( ft £2 ft ft £5 ) or its inverse.
Hence rg0 is conjugate with (61) #»-{#M»(ftftftftft)}-A substitution commutative with Gm must be commutative with Gxe and hence belong to Gma ■ Of the even substitutions on £x, ■ ■ ■, i;b only the powers of S = ( ¡~x £2 £3 £, £5 ) transform the latter into itself, none transform S into either S2 or S3, while (ft£6)(ftft) transforms S into S*.
Theorem. Within G, every subgroup of order 80 is conjugate with G^. The latter is self-conjugate only under (62) Gm= {#M,(ftftftftft),(ftft)(ftft)}.
Subgroups of order 96.
49. Any T96 contains 1 or 3 conjugate F32. In the first case, we may take G32 as T32, so that r96 is a subgroup of 6r57e, the group of all substitutions replacing £5 by ± £5. An operator of period 3 of Gb76 must replace £5 by + £6 and hence belong to Gm= \_G32, W, (ftftft)]-We may therefore limit T96
to the groups obtained by extending G32 by respectively W, ( £2 |r3 £4 ), W(£2£3 £4 ), IP"(f214f3 Let next r96 contain 3 conjugate T32. Let T be the group of the operators of r% which transform each r32 into itself.
Then g is a divisor of 32, g < 32, g =ë 96/3 !. Hence g = 16.
Since T¡6 is self-conj ugate in r96, T16 is conjugate with Fu or GK. Taking ri6 = Fu, we have r96 = Gm. Taking T16 = (716, we have rgG as a subgroup of G9m ■ Within the latter, Tg6 is conjugate with [April H%, defined by (22) .
We first transform one of the operators of period 3 of 6r60 into (|2£4£5) and proceed as in § 41.
By III, bottom of p. 20, Hm is self-conjugate only under a subgroup of Ér960. But the only even substitutions on £x, ■ • •, £s which transform (£x £3 ) (|2 £, ), (%x%3)(%2%f), (li?3)(^4?5) amongst themselves are these three and the powers of (£2£4£5). Hence H% is self-conjug ate only under itself within O.
The Subgroups of order 108.
50. Any riog contains 1 or 4 conjugate T27. Let first T27 be self-conjugate. Then YX0g/Y27 has a subgroup of order 2, so that ri08 has a self-conjugate subgroup Ybi. For the latter we may take Gb4, Kb4 or K'5i ( § 45 ).
But A"54 leads to Hwg only ( § 45).
Next, G64 is self-conjugate ( § 45) only under the group Gm of the operators (2)ofII372. The square of (2) This operator belongs to (?" only when a=S,/8=7 = 0, whence (2) belongs to Gbi, or a = -8, a2 + ßy m ± 1, so that ± must be -. But there exists (IV) a binary substitution of determinant unity which transforms (£ _j) into ( _x J ). Hence, in the second case, (2) is conjugate within G6ig with [k, a, c, 0] M2, where M2 replaces f2 by n2, and v2 by -£2. Hence every riog defined by Gb4 is conjugate with (64) Gm=(Gbl,M2).
Finally, K'bi is self-conjugate only under H2Xß( § 45 ). Within H2X6 the operators of period 2 are conjugate with PX2T2_X, T2_x or W0 ( §5), the first belonging to K'b4, the second and third extending it to respectively Hxog and (65) K'xm= (K'bi, W0) = (K27, PX2T2t_x, W0).
The operators of period 4 of Hm are conjugate with T« _x W0 ( § 5), whose square PX2T2 _x belongs to K'b4, so that it extends K'bi to We pass now to the case in which T27 is one of 4 conjugate subgroups. The group T of the operators of riog which transform each of the four T27 into itself is self-conj ugate under riog and g is a divisor < 27 of 27, while g = 108/4!. Hence g = 9, so that r¡, is conjugate with K\ or ÜT" ( 11^).
In the first case, riog is conjugate with 7T10g. In the second case, riog is conjugate with a subgroup of 77216. Since riog/rg is simply isomorphic with the alternating group on 4 letters, which contains a self-conjugate group of order 4, riog contains a self-conjugate group of order 36. By § § 34-37, this must be of the type ATjJJ, which is self-conjugate under 7T216. Applying a suitable transformation within H2X6, we may assume that riog contains also F2J, with which all the subgroups of order 27 of II2l6 are conjugate, so that riog = Hxm.
Since i710g contains a single group Kv of order 27, and since F27 is self-conjugate only under HUi, Bm is self-conj ugate only under a subgroup of HmBut Hxm is self-conjugate under 7?¡4g.
Since Gm contains a single group G^ of order 27 and since G27 is self-conjugate only under G6të, Gm is self-conjugate only under a subgroup of (?64g. The latter affects £2 and n2 by a binary group of 24 substitutions ( £ | ) of determinant unity.
Within the latter, the group {7, T» _x, M2, T2_XM2} is self-conjugate only under a group of order 8 (IV).
Hence Gm is self-conj ugate only under (67) G2X6= {operators (2) of II372 with a=S=±l, /3=7=0, or else a+8=0}.
Finally, F'm and K"xm are self-conj ugate only under 772I0. Within G, the subgroups of order 108 are conjugate loith Him, Gm, F[03 or F'¡m.
These are self-conjugate only under Hu%, G2l6, 77216, Hm, respectively.
The subgroups of order 120.
51. Theorem.* Within G, every subgroup of order 120 is conjugate with GX20 or G[20. The latter are self-conjugate only under themselves.
Every ri20 is composite. By the earlier results (see table) , a ri20 has no selfconjugate subgroup of order < 60.
We may therefore assume that it contains Gm or G'60, whence ri20 is GX20 or G'120, respectively ( §46). * Second proof : A rn0 contains 1 or 6 conjugate r6, the first case being here excluded.
Since ri20 thus contains a F20 but no self-conjugate subgroup lying in r20, it is (Dyck) expressible as a transitive substitution-group on 6 letters and hence is simply isomorphic with the symmetric group on 5 letters.
A third proof depends upon the 5 or 15 conjugate re, there being no primitive group of order 120 on 15 letters ( Miller, 2) ; while of the two imprimitive groups, one has substitutions of period 15 and is excluded, and the other is isomorphic with O^ (Kühn).
Exclusion of the order 144.
52. Every ri44 is composite. * By the earlier results, a group of order a divisor < 144 of 144 is self-conjugate in a group of order a multiple of 144 only when it is conjugate with G2, Fg", F2i, or G32. Of these, Fg" and F2i are self-conjugate only under G2gg, which has no subgroup of order 144 (see end of §39). Again, G2 and G32 are self-conjugate only under Gb76, which corresponds to the abelian group (.4, PX2), A being defined by (52). Since the group G'2ga of the A has no subgroup of index 2, T144 must contain A 'PX2 "and exactly one fourth of the operators A, the latter consequently (IV) forming a group given by the direct product (Y6, Y24) of a T6 on one pair of the variables %., i¡{ and a T24 on the other pair.
But A'PX2 transforms (T6, T24) into a group ( T24, Y6 ). Hence T144 does not exist.
The subgroups of order 160.
53. A r¡60 contains 1 or 5 conjugate T32. By III, a subgroup T32 of G is self-conjugate only under a T64 or a YbK. The group Y transforming each of the 5 T32 into itself is self-conjugate under ri60 and g is a divisor < 32 of 32. But by III no subgroup of order 2, 4, or 8 is self-conjugate under a ri60. Hence g ■= 16 and r,6 is conjugate with Gx6, Yxm with a subgroup of Ggm. Proceeding as in § 48, we find that ri60 is conjugate with Gm.
The 5 subgroups of order 32 of Gxm are conjugate within G with J32 of III5, which is self-conjugate only under G64. Hence Gxm is transformed into itself by at most 320 operators of G.
(This also follows from the fact that Gxm contains 16 conjugate Yb.) But G contains no T320 ( § 59).
Theorem. Within G, every subgroup of order 160 is conjugate with Gxm, which is self-conjug ate only under itself.
The subgroups of order 162. 54 . A T162 contains a single r . The latter may be taken to be Gsx of H372, whence the former is GX62 of II373, since Gsx is self-conjugate only under GX62.
Theorem. Within G, every subgroup of order 162 is conjugate with GX62, which is self-conjugate only under itself.
*The proof may be modified so as not to assume that ri44 is composite.
It has 1, 3, or 9 conjugate T16, the first case being excluded.
If T16 is one of 3 conjugates the largest group Tg transforming each into itself is of order 24 and hence conjugate with F*t ( § §22-32).
If ri6 is one of 9 conjugates, g is a divisor < 16 of 16. If ^ = 8, ro is conjugate with JP"" . Also g + 4 by III. If g = 2, T2 is conjugate with {/, Ti, _i}, so that T144 is a subgroup oi (A, Pxi). If g = 1, ri44 is simply isomorphic with a transitive substitution-group on 9 letters. Such a group contains substitutions of period 8 (Cole, 1) and is here excluded. We may take Gu as one of the conjugate subgroups of order 26 in Txg2. If Gu is self-conjugate, T192 = GX92 by IH21. Next, let Gu be one of 3 conjugate subgroups.
The group T of the operators of T192 which transform into itself each of the three groups of order 64 is self-conjugate under F]92. Moreover, g <64 and g = 192/3!, so that g = 32. Hence T is conjugate with G32.
Taking T = G32, we have ri92 as a subgroup of Gm, Under the latter, G64 has exactly 3 conjugate subgroups ; G64, W~l G64 W, W~2 Gu W2. Hence Then s = 5 ; for if not, S' = CS", where C is a product of the C{, and S" permutes the variables other than ft. and £ , so that S transforms (ftft)(ftft) into a substitution permuting certain variables including ft and hence not in 77192. It has now been shown that S belongs to Gb76, Inversely, (ft, ft ft) extends 77192 to Gb76 and transforms 77192 into itself.
The subgroups of order 216. 57. A T216 has 1 or 4 conjugate r2?. Let first T27 be self-conj ugate. Since r216/r27 has a subgroup of order 4, r216 contains a Tm.
Since the latter contains T27 self-conjugately, it is conjugate with 7710g, Gxm, F'xm or K"xm ( § 50).
The last three lead only to G2U and H2Xi ( § 51, end). If r,08 = 77J0g, r216 is a subgroup of 7764g. But 7764g/A"27 is simply isomorphic with the symmetric group * We may proceed otherwise. A ri80 contains 1, 4, or 10 conjugate T9. By II, the subgroups of order 9 are self-conjugate only under groups of orders 27, 108, 162, 216. Hence a subgroup T]80 contains 10 conjugate T9. The group Tg transforming each into itself is self-conj ugate under ri8Oand0<18.
As before g + 9. Also, g + 6, g + 3, g + 2 by § § 6, 7, 3 and III. Hence ri80 is simply isomorphic with a transitive substitution-group on 10 letters. But no such group exists (Cole, 2).
Trans. Am. Math. Soc. It on 4 letters, whose subgroups of order 8 are all conjugate (V).
Hence r216 is conjugate with H2X6, and H2X6 is self-con jugate only under itself within G. Let next Yv be one of 4 conjugate subgroups.
The group Y transforming each into itself is self-conjugate under r216 and g is a divisor < 54 of 54, while g ^ 216/4 !. Hence g = 9, 18, or 27. If g = 9, Yf is conjugate with KZ and r216 with H2Jf. (ligg,,) . If #=18, Y has a single Yg, consequently selfconjugate under r216. If g = 27, we are led to the first case.
Theorem. The subgroups of order 216 are conjugate with G2X6 or H2X6, the former being self-conjugate only under G6ig and the latter only under itself.
The subgroups of order 288.
58. Since* a F28g has a self-con jugate subgroup of order = 144, it is conjugate with Gm or with a subgroup of Gb-S (by the table).
In the latter case also, it is conjugate with Gm ( § 52).
By IH20, a substitution which transforms Gm into itself belongs to (?576. Theorem. Every subgroup of order 288 of G is conjugate with G2gg, which is self-conjugate only under Gb76.
Exclusion of the order 320. For g = 16, we may take l\6 = Gxe, whence r320 is a subgroup of Ggag. Then r320/ri6 would be simply isomorphic with a subgroup of the alternating group on 5 letters (III3).
The subgroup>s of order 324. 60 . A T324 has 1 or 4 conjugate Tgl, one of which may be taken to be Ggx. The latter, being self-conjugate only under GX62, is one of 4 conjugate subgroups of T324. If r be the group transforming each of the 4 into itself, g is a divisor < 81 of 81 and g ^ 324/4 !. Hence g = 21. We may take Yw = G", or
Kw, whence T324 is a subgroup of GG4g or Hm, respectively. But Gm/ Gv has * For a second proof, we note that a r288 contains 1, 3, or 9 conjugate r32. If r33 is self-conjugate it is conjugate with GS2, and r283 with a subgroup of G57C (III).
If one of 3 conjugates, the group transforming each into itself is of order 48, so that r288/r48 has a subgroup of order 3, and r288 a subgroup ru<, contrary to § 52. If r32 is one of 9 conjugates, g is a divisor < 32 of 32. But g = 16 and g = 4 are excluded by III ; g = 8 leads to a group conjugate with F'% , whence rz88 is conjugate with <?288. For g = 2, we may take T2 = {/, T-i, -i}, whence r288 = G28S ( § 47).
If y=l, r288 is Bimply isomorphic with a transitive substitution group on 9 letters, which is 1mpossible (Cole, 1). no subgroup of index 2. However Hm¡Kw contains a (single) subgroup of order 12 (V). Hence T324 is conjugate with (68) 77324 = { operators (19 ) of 11^ with «" ¿y -812 ¿y m 1}.
The number of operators of G commutative with H324 is evidently 4 x 162. Theorem. Every subgroup of order 324 of G is conjugate ivith H32i, ivhich is s elf-conjugate only under Be43.
The subgroups of order 360. 61 . A subgroup r360 has no self-conj ugate subgroup of order = 180 in view of the earlier results (see the table) .
Hence it is simply isomorphic with the alternating group (7360 and contains subgroups of order 60. Now (ft ft) (ftft) extends G\9 to (7360 ; its product by (ftft)(ftft) on the left is of period 2 ; its product by (ftftftftft;) on the left is of period 3. Hence we may assume that r360 has the normalized subgroup F_ of § 46 and an operator B of period 2 such that (ftft)(ftft)T¿ is of period 2 and (ftftftftft)T^ of period 3. Hence ¿?-(ftft)(ftft)or«( §46).
Theorem.
Within O, every subgroup of order 360 is conjugate with (69) Gm={Gw, ^0} = {(ftftftftft),(ftft)(ftft), Q}.
The simple group G3m is self-conjugate only under (70) Gm-{Gm, 2}.
Exclusion of the order 432.
62. A T432 is composite. But no subgroup of order < 432 is self-conjugate in a group of order divisible by 432 (see table).* *Second proof. A Vin has 1, 4, or 16 conjugate r27. The first case is excluded by III. Let first r2, be one of 4 conjugates.
The group Tg transforming each into itself is self-conjugate under T432 and g is a divisor < 108 of 108, while g ¡g 432/4 ! = 18. But g + 27 as before, g + 18 by § § 14-20, ¡7 + 36 by § § 33-37, g + 54 by § 45. Let next T" be one of 16 conjugates. Then g is a divisor < 27 of 27. But g + 9 by II, g + 3 by § 3. If g = 1, T432 is simply isomorphic with a transitive group on 16 letters. Having no self-conj ugate T16 by III, it is not primitive (Millee, 3, p. 229 The latter group may be assumed primitive. Since a primitive group of degree 8 has its order divisible by 7, the imprimitive groups under consideration would have either 4 or 2 systems.
In the former case, these systems would be permuted according to GX2 or G*4. The head would be divisible by 9, which is impossible since its order could not be divisible by 144. Hence the required group must contain just 2 systems of imprimitivity and hence have an intransitive subgroup of index 2 with constituents of degree 8. This is impossible since the order of the head would be divisible by 27 so that each constituent of the head would have an order divisible by 9. The order of such a constituent would therefore be divisible by 32, so that the order of the entire group would be divisible by 64.
Exclusion of the order 480. 63 . A composite* r4g0 may be assumed (from the table) to contain Gxs and to be a subgroup of Gg60, whereas Gm¡ Gxe is simply isomorphic with Gf¡ and has no subgroup of order 30.
The subgroups of order 576. 64 . A subgroup r576, being composite, must be conjugate f with Gb76 by the table of the earlier results. Now Gb7e contains exactly 3 groups conjugate with (r64, since the latter is self-con jugate only under Gxg2, a subgroup of Gm (IH21) Theorem.
The subgroups of order 648 of G are conjugate with G64g or Hm, each of which is self-conjug ate only under itself.
The subgroups of order 720. 66 . A subgroup T720, necessarily composite, contains no self-con jugate subgroup of order <360 by the table of the earlier results.
We may thus assume that T720 contains G3m, so that it is identical with G720 ( § 61).
Theorem.^ Every subgroup of order 720 of O is conjugate with G720, which is self-conjugate only under itself. It may be shown that G720 is simply isomorphic with the symmetric group on 6 letters. J * Second proof. A Vm has 1, 6, 16, or 96 conjugate T5 ; 1, 4, 10, 16, 40, or 160 conjugate Ts.
But a subgroup r5 of G is self-conjugate only under a r20, a V3 only under a group of order a divisor of 648. Hence r480 contains 384 operators of period 5 and either 80 or 320 operators of period 3, and 32 further operators of a r32.
f Second proof. A r5T6 has 1, 3, or 9 conjugate r64, the first case being excluded. If 3 conjugates, the group Ts transforming each into itself is of order 96, so that r5J6 is conjugate with G5,s ( § 49). If 9 conjugates, g is a divisor <64 of 64. If g = 32 or 2, r576 is conjugate with G576 by III. Also, jr + 16, ff + 8, y + 4. Finally, 0 + 1, since there is no transitive G$t (Cole, 1).
tCf. Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, vol. 31 (1899), pp. 30-68; ser. 2, vol. 1 (1903-4), pp. 283-4. 
